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1. INTRODUCTION 
Before we raise our concerns in this paper, we shall consider two examples. The first one is 
an elementary random walk problem [1] which is well-known in introductory probability theory, 
and the second one is a finite difference simulation of an initial-boundary problem involving a 
hyperbolic equation [2]. 
Suppose initially, the probability of finding a particle at one of the nonnegative integral coor- 
dinates of the y-axis is P(0, j). Every unit of time, the particle makes a decision to stay at its 
present position or move one unit to the negative direction along the y-axis. Assume that the 
probability that the particle does not move in a given unit of time is p, and the probability that 
the particle moves in a given unit of time is q. Let P(t, j) be the probability that the particle is 
at the point y -- j at the end of the t th interval of time, then by Bayes' formula, it is easy to see 
that (see, e.g., [1, p. 28]) 
P( t+ l , j )  =pP( t , j )+qP( t , j+ l ) ,  t , j  = 0,1 . . . . .  
Next, we consider an initial-boundary-problem [2, pp. 458-463] 
au,+ut=S(x , t ) ,  t>0,  x>0,  a>0,  
u(x, O) = h(x), x > O, 
u(o, t) = g(t),  t > o. 
By means of the Wendroff implicit finite difference method [2, p. 460] for calculating an approx- 
imate solution u(nh, jk) = u3n of this problem, we are led to the following difference scheme of 
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the form 
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sa)u j+l (1 -t- , n-l-1 "~ (1 -- sa)u~ +' = (1 - sa)uJn+i "~ (1 + sa)u~ -t- 2ks~; l l~  2, 
where s = k / h. 
As is well-known, stability behaviors of solutions of difference schemes such as the one described 
above are of fundamental importance because these behaviors are related to the questions of 
consistency, convergence, and growth of numerical errors. The same also holds true for the 
random walk equation. It is desirable to know or to estimate the sizes of various probabilities 
so that expectations such as the mean positions can be approximated. In this paper, we will 
approach these stability problems in a more general setting and consider two general partial 
difference quations 
u(i + 1,j) + bu(i, j + 1) + cu(i , j )  = f ( i , j ) ,  ( i , j )  e Z, (1.1) 
and the compatibility condition 
it is clear that if the conditions 
u(1,0); u(1, 1),u(2,0); u(1,2),u(2, 1),u(3,0); . . . ,  
successively in a unique manner. An existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of (1.1) is, 
thus, easily formulated and proved (at least intuitively, more will be said later). In case b ~ 0, 
note that we can also impose conditions of the form 
u(i, O) = ¢i, i = O, 1 . . . .  , 
and calculate a corresponding solution for (1.1). 
Similarly, since (1.2) can be written as 
u(i + 1,j  + 1) = -au( i  + 1,j) - bu(i, j + 1) - cu(i , j )  + f ( i , j ) ,  ( i , j )  E Z, 
u(O, j )  = Cj, j = o, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1.5) 
u( i ,  o) = ¢,,  i = o, 1, 2 . . . . .  (1.6) 
¢0 = ¢0, (1.7) 
then we can calculate 
and 
u(i + 1, j  + 1) + au(i + 1,j) + bu(i, j + 1) + cu(i, j)  = f ( i , j ) ,  ( i , j)  E Z, (1.2) 
where 
Z= {(i , j )  l i , j  =0,1 ,2  . . . .  }, (1.3) 
a, b, and c are real numbers, and f is a real function. 
A solution of (1.1) or (1.2) is a real double sequence u = {u( i , j )}~=o which satisfies (1.1) 
or (1.2), respectively. Since (1.1) can be written in the form 
u(i + 1,j) = -bu( i , j  + 1) - cu(i, j)  + f ( i , j ) ,  ( i , j)  ~ Z, (1.4) 
it is clear that if u(O,j) is given for each j ~ 0, 
u(O,j) = Cj, j = 0,1, . . . ,  
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are imposed, we can calculate 
u(1,1); u(1,2),u(2,1); u(1,3),u(2,2),u(3,1); . . . .  
successively in a unique manner. 
We remark that under initial and/or boundary conditions, different from those imposed above, 
we will also be able to obtain several other existence and uniqueness theorems, see, e.g., [3]. 
There are many concepts which are related to the stability of the solutions of (1.1) or (1.2). 
Besides the usual ones, we say that the sequence {x(i)}~0 is subexponential or of exponential 
type if 
Ix(i)[ < MlC~, i _> O, 
for some positive numbers M1 and al .  Similarly, a double sequence u = {u(i, j)}~=o is said to 
be subexponential if 
lu(i,j)l < Mail~ j, (i,j) E Z, 
for some positive numbers M, a, and f~. In case a, f~ E (0, 1), we will also say that these 
sequences are subexponentially decaying. Subexponential solutions of partial difference quations 
are important because their Z-transforms exist [4,5]. 
Another concept related to the stability of a double sequence is as follows. We say that a real 
double sequence u = {u(i, j)}~=o is weakly subexponentially decaying if 
lu(i,j)l <_ Mot min(i'j), M ___ O, a E (0, 1), (i,j) E Z. 
Note that u may not tend to zero if one of its independent variables remains finite. 
For background material on stability of partial difference schemes, there are many standard 
texts available. For specialized topics such as the oscillatory properties of the partial difference 
equations (1.1) and (1.2), the reader is referred to [6]. For the singular Fornasini-Marchesini 
model of 2-D discrete systems of the form (1.2), the reader is referred to [7-9]. 
We remark that even though equations (1.1) and (1.2) differ in forms, the inductive methods 
for calculating their solutions, as we have seen, are similar. Parallel developments related to the 
stability behaviors of solutions of these two equations are, therefore, expected. 
2. BOUNDED AND DECAYING SOLUTIONS OF (1.1) 
In this section, we will derive two explicit bounds for the solutions of (1.1) in terms of the 
initial values and forcing terms. By means of these bounds, we will be able to deduce conditions 
which are sufficient for the solutions of (1.1) to be bounded or subexponentially decaying. 
First of all, we need to design a precise method for calculating a solution of (1.1). This is done 
by introducing an ordering for the lattice points in Z. The set Z (as defined by (1.3)) can be 
partitioned into equivalence classes Z0, ZI, Z2, .. .  defined by 
Zk={( i , j )  l i ,  j>O, i+ j=k  }, k=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Thus, Z0 = {(0,0)}, Z1 = {( 0, 1), (1,0)}, . . . ,  etc. Each Zk can be linearly ordered as follows: for 
any (i,j), (re, n) E Zk, 
(i,j) -~ (m,n), if i < m. 
Thus, Z can be linearly ordered: for any (i, j), (m, n) E Z, (i, j) < (m, n) if either 
(i) (i, j) e Zk, and (m, n) E Zl, and k < l, or 
(ii) (i, j), (m, n) E Zk and (i, j) -'< (re, n). 
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By means of this ordering, we can determine a solution {u(i,j)} of the partial difference 
equation 
u(i + 1,j) + bu(i,j + 1) + cu(i,j) = f( i , j ) ,  (i,j) • Z, (2.1) 
subject o the initial condition 
u(O,j) =¢5,  j=0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  (2.2) 
Indeed, u(Zo) is ¢0. Assume by induction that u(Zk) has been determined for each k < K. 
We show that u(Zg+l) can also be calculated. To see this, note first that u(0, K q- 1) = Cg+l- 
Assume by induction that (m, n) • ZK+I and u(i,j) has been determined for each (i,j) • ZK+I, 
which satisfies (i,j) -~ (m,n) and (i,j) ~ (m,n). Then, since (m - 1,n + 1) ~ (m,n) and 
(m - 1, n) • ZK thus, u(m, n) can be calculated from 
u(m, n) = -bu(m - 1, n + 1) - cu(m - 1, n) + f (m - 1, n), (2.3) 
as required. 
We remark that since u(Zk+l) can be determined by u(Zk), which in turn is determined by 
u(Zk-1), etc., it is clear that u(Zk+l) is determined by the initial values {Co,--. ,¢k+1} and the 
forcing terms {fij [ 0 <_ i + j <_ k}. For this reason, we will employ the following two notations 
in the sequel: 
II¢ll+j -- max{ICkl : o < k < i + j} ,  (i,j) • Z, 
and 
f max{lf(s,t)[: 0 ~ s, t ~ i+ j} ,  
Ilfll~ 
0, 
(i, j) • z,  
otherwise. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose [b[ + [c[ < 1. Then, there exists a number ~, which is zero if[b[ + [c[ = 0 
and belongs to (0, 1) otherwise, such that the solution {u( i, j ) } of (2.1) determined by the initial 
condition (2.2) will also satisfy 
lu(i, j) l  ~ II¢ll~j ~ ~ + - -  
[[flli--l,j 
(i, j) • Z. (2.4) 
PROOF. Take ~ = [b[ + H- Then ~ • [0, 1) by our assumptions. We assert hat 
lu(i,j)l ~ Ilfll i-l,j (1 + ~ +. . .  + ~-1)  + I1¢11~,~ ~, 
for (i,j) • Z. Note first that, in view of (2.2), 
(2.5) 
lu(O,O)l = l¢ol = II¢lloo, 
lu(O, 1)1 = [¢1[ ~ 11¢11Ol, 
and in view of (2.1), 
lu(1,O)l ~ Ibl lu(O, 1)I-4-Icl lu(O,O)l + If(O,O)l ~ II¢I11o ~ + llflloo. 
We have thus shown that (2.5) holds for (i,j) E Zo and (i,j) • Z1. Assume by induction 
that (2.5) holds for (i,j) • Zk and k < K; we assert that (2.5) also holds for (i,j) • ZK+I. 
Indeed, 
lu(O,K + 1)l = ICK+~I--< II¢IIo,K+~" 
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Assume by induction that (m, n) E ZK+I and (2.5) holds for each (i, j) E ZK+I, which satisfies 
( i , j)  ~ (re, n) and (i , j) # (m,n). Then in view of (2.3), 
[u(m,n)[ <_ [b[ [u (m-  1,n+ 1)[ + [c[ [u (m-  1,n)[ + I f (m-  1,n)[ 
<_ (ibl + tel) { ilSti,,,_,,,, (1 + +... + r + r "-1 } + II/II,,,_i,,, 
-- llflJm-1,,~ (1 + 5 +. - .  + ~m--1) _[_ ll¢llm. ~m, 
as required. Finally, 
lu(i,j)l < Ik:ll,-1,j (1 + ~ +... ) + ll~:ll,j ~' I1111,_1,~ _ = ~-~ +ll¢l l , j~',  ( i , j )  e z. m 
As a consequence, suppose Ibl + Icl < I, supj_>o l~jl = ll~'il < oo and sup~,~>o l.:(i,j)l = 
II/11 < o0; then there exists ~ E [0, 1) such that the solution {u(i, j)} of (2.1) determined by the 
initial condition (2.2) will also satisfy 
II.:II (i, j) E Z. lu(i,j)l <_ II¢II ~ + 1--~' 
Roughly speaking, this says that when the system parameters b and c have small magnitudes, then 
under bounded input and bounded initial conditions, the corresponding output is also bounded. 
Furthermore, if the input f is identically zero, then 
lu(i,j)l s II¢l[~*, ( i , j )  e z,  
that is, {u(i, j)} is uniformly subexponentially decaying in i. 
We remark further that by means of a translation of the independent variable, the value of the 
solution {u(i , j )} of (2.1),(2.2) at (i , j) = (a,/~) is also equal to w(a,0) where {w(i , j )} is the 
solution of the initial value problem 
w(i + 1,j) + bw(i, j  + 1) + cw(i, j)  = f ( i , j  + j3), 
w(0,j) = Cj+~, 
(i, j) E Z, 
j = 0,1,2,. . . .  
Thus, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 can be improved, namely, 
where 
t i 
lu(i,j)l <_ li~,ll~j~ + - -  
Ilfll~-l,j (i,j) ~ z, 
[[¢[['i~ = max {[~Pkl : j < k < i + j} , (i, j) e Z, 
and 
IIf 'liij = ( max {If(s't)l  : O < s < i + j' j <- t <- i + j} otherwise.(i'J) EZ '  
Similar remarks will hold for later theorems. 
By means of symmetric arguments, we may also show the following dual statement of Theo- 
rem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose [b[ > [c[ + 1. Then there exists ~ E (0, 1) such that the solution {u(i , j )  } 
of (2.1) determined by the initial condition 
u(i, 0) = ¢i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  (2.6) 
will also satisfy 
II/ll~-1,j 
lu(i,J)] <- I]¢]]ij ~J + ]b] (1 - ~)' ( i , j) e Z. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Suppose ]b[ + [c[ < 1 and f is subexponentially decaying, i.e., 
[f(i,j)J<_Mai~ j, a, /3•(0,1) ,  ( i , j )•Z ,  M>_O. 
Then there exists ~ • ( a, 1) such that the solution of(2.1) determined by the initial condition (2.2) 
is also subexponentially decaying and satisfies 
M 
[u(i,j)[ < ~ _ a ~ j  + [[¢[[ij ~i, (i,j) • Z. 
PROOF. Take ~ = max{[b[ + [c[, (a + 1)/2}. Then ~ • (a, 1) by assumption. We assert hat 
( ') Ol [u(i,j)[ <_ MzJ~ ~-1 1 + ~ +. - .  + + [[¢[[ij~', (2.7) 
for (i, j) • Z. Note first that, in view of (2.2), 
]u(0,0)[ <-[[¢[[00, [u(0,1)[ < [1¢[101, 
and in view of (2.1), 
[u(1,0)[ _< [[¢[[m~ + If(0,0)[ < [[¢[[m~ + M. 
We have thus shown that (2.7) holds for (i,j) • Zo and for (i,j) • Z1. Assume by induction 
that (2.7) holds for (i,j) • Zk and k _< K; we assert that (2.7) also holds for (i,j) • ZK+I. 
Indeed, 
[u(0, K + 1)[ = [¢K+I[ _< I I ¢ l lo ,K+~ • 
Assume by induction that (m,n) • ZK+~ and (2.7) holds for (i,j) • ZK+~, which satisfies 
(i,j) -'< (m,n) and (i,j) ~ (re, n). Then in view of (2.3), we have 
,u,. ] + ,, 
[1+ + ,} 
= M/3n~ m-2 1 + +. . .  + (~3 Ib[ + ice) 
rn--1 +[[ [[mn~ ([bJ+[c[)+Mam-ll~n 
[(~) (~)~ ] <M~n~m-1 1+ +- - -+ 
_<M/Y~ m-~ 1+ +. . .+  
as required. Finally, 
+ lie[Iron ~m + Mam-1/~n 
+ ll¢lim, era, 
+ Mam- l~ n 
[ (~)  ] M ~i/~j + ]]¢l]~j ~, (i,j) 6Z.  g lu( i , j ) l  < M/~J~ ~-1 1 + +""  + I1¢11~ ' < ~_  
As a consequence, suppose i b] + Icl < 1, supj>0 10if = 06¢11 < oo, and f is subexponentially 
decaying as in the above theorem. Then there exists ~ 6 (a, 1) such that the solution of (2.1) 
determined by the initial condition (2.2) is also subexponentiaUy decaying, and satisfies 
M 
lu( i , /) l  < ~ _ ~ ~'~J + I1¢11 ~', ( i , i )  • z.  
Roughly speaking, this says that when the system parameters b and c have small magnitudes, 
then under subexponentially decaying input and bounded initial conditions, the corresponding 
output is also subexponentially decaying. 
By means of symmetric arguments, we may also show the following dual statement of Theo- 
rem 2.3. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose Ibl > Icl + 1, and f is subexponentially decaying, i.e., 
I f( i , j) l<_Ma~ ~, a, f~e(0 ,1 ) ,  (i,j) eZ,  M>_O. 
Then there exists ~ E (~, 1) such that the solution of (2.1) determined by the initial condition (2.6) 
is also subexponentially decaying, and satisfies 
M 
[u(i'J)[ -< [bl (4 - ~) ai~j + II¢[[ij ( J ,  ( i , j )  E Z, 
where 
I[¢llij = max{lCkl : 0 < k < i + j} .  
3.  SUBEXPONENTIAL  SOLUTIONS 
It is well known that every solution of a linear ordinary difference quation with constant 
coefficients i subexponential. This fact is important since it implies that small errors introduced 
in the initial data may accumulate only in an exponential fashion when the solution of the 
difference quation is calculated in a recursive manner. However, not all solutions of partial 
difference quations of the form (1.1) or (1.2) are subexponential. In this section, we first give two 
counterexamples, and then derive two criteria for solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) to be subexponential. 
As our first counterexample, consider the equation 
u( i+ l , j )+bu( i , j+ l )=O,  b¢O, i , j  = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
subject to the conditions 
u( i ,0)  = i!, i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
A solution can easily be found and is given by 
u(i, j)= - ( i+ j ) ! ,  
which is not subexponential. 
As another counterexample, the equation 
i , j  = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
u( i+ l , j+ l )+u( i+ l , j )+u( i , j+ l )+u( i , j )=O,  i , j=O, 1,..., 
subject to the conditions 
and 
has a solution 
u(i,o) = (i + 17, i=O, 1,..., 
u(0 , j )  = 2- J ,  j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  
u(i,j) = ( -1) J ( i  + 1) i + (-1) i2 - j  - ( -1)  i+j, i, j = O, 1,..., 
which is not subexponential. 
However, as we will see, if the sequences {f(i,j)} and {u(0, j)} are subexponential, then every 
solution of (1.1) is also subexponential. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let {f(i , j)  } and {¢j} be subexponential such that 
[Y(/,J)[ -< Mla'l#?, (i,j) E Z, M1 >_ O, 
and 
I¢~1 ~ M2~,  j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  M2_>O, 
respectively. Then every solution {u(i,j)} of (2.1) subject to the initial condition (2.2) is also 
subexponential. 
PROOF. We assume that Z is linearly ordered by the same ordering defined at the beginning of 
Section 2. Let M = max{M1, Mz}, j3 = max{~31,/32}, and a = Ibl~ + Icl + 1. We assert hat 
[u(i,j)[ < Mail3 j, (3.1) 
holds for (i,j) E Z. Note first that 
and 
lu(0,0)l = I~01 ~ M= ~ M, 
lu(0, 1)1 = [~bll ~ M2~2 ~ M~, 
lu(1,0)l ~ Ib[ lu(0,1)1 + Icl lu(0,0)l + [f(0,0)l 
_< Ibl M2/~2 + Icl M2 + M1 <_ M {Ibl ~2 + Icl + 1} _< Ma.  
We have thus shown that (3.1) holds for (i,j) E Zo and for (i,j) E Z1. Assume by induction 
that (3.1) holds for (i,j) E Zk and k < K; we assert that (3.1) also holds for (i,j) E ZK+I. 
Indeed, 
lu(0, K + 1)1 = [¢K+ll < M2~2 K+I -< M~ K+I. 
Assume by induction that (m,n) E ZK+I and (3.1) holds for (i,j) E ZK+I, which satisfies 
(i,j) ~ (m,n) and (i,j) ~ (m,n). Then in view of (2.3), we have 
[u(m,n)[ < [b[ Motm- l~ n+l -1- Iv[ Mam-ll3'* + MlCt~-l ~l 
<- Mam-l l  ~n {Ibl ~ + Icl + 1} = Mam~ n, 
as required. II 
By means of symmetric arguments, we may also show that if {I(i , j)} and {u(i, 0)} are subex- 
ponential, then every solution of (2.1) subject o the initial condition (2.6) is also subexponential. 
A similar result holds for the partial difference quation (1.2). 
oo ~b oo THEOREM 3.2. Suppose {f(i, j)}, {¢i}i=o, and { J}j=o are subexponential sequences such that 
¢o = ¢o. Then every solution of(1.2) under the conditions (1.5) and (1.6) are also subexponential. 
PROOF. Let 
and 
led ~ Mlal ,  i ~ 0, 
ICjl -< M213], j > 0, 
i j I f( i , j) l  ~ M3ot3/~3, i , j  >0. 
Let M = max{M1, M2, M3}, and let a and/~ be positive numbers uch that a > max{a1, a3}, 
fl _> max{fl2,/~z}, and 
I~ + _lbl + I~1 + 1 < 1. 
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We assert hat 
lu(i,j)l 
holds for (i,j) • Z. Note first that 
and 
< Mai~ j, (3.2) 
lu(O,O)l = I',/'ol -< M,  
lu(O, 1)] = I~1 <- M2~ _< M,5', 
lu(1,o)l = I¢~1 <- M:~ <_ Ms. 
We have thus shown that (3.2) holds for (i,j) C Zo and for (i,j) • Z1. Assume by induction 
that (3.2) holds for (i, j) • Zk and k < K; we assert that (3.2) also holds for (i,j) • ZK+I. 
Indeed, 
[u(0, g + 1)l = I¢K+11 < M2/3K+1 -< M/3K+1, 
and 
[u(K + 1,0)[ = [¢K+1[ <-- M la f  +1 -~ Mo~K+I. 
Furthermore, for (m, n) • ZK+I which does not equal to either (0, K + 1) or (K + 1, 0), we see 
from (1.2) that 
~# ^ rn - l  /~n-1  [u(m, n)[ _< la[ Mam]3 n-1 + [b[ Mare-l~3 n + [c[ Mam- l~ n-1 + 1w3~3 "3 
< Mam/3 n + Ib] + < Mam/3 n. 
- a a/~ J -  
The proof is complete. | 
4. DECAY ING SOLUTIONS OF (1.2) 
In Section 2, we introduce an ordering for the lattice points of Z to facilitate inductive ar- 
guments. In order to obtain analogous results for equation (1.2), we need to introduce another 
ordering. Once this is done, we will derive an explicit bound for the solutions of (1.2), first 
in terms of the initial conditions (see Lemma 4.1), and then in terms of the forcing terms (see 
Lemma 4.2). These two lemmas are then combined in a single Theorem 4.1. 
The set Z (as defined by (1.3)) can also be partitioned into equivalence classes W0, W1, . . . ,  
defined by 
Wk={( i , j )  eZ[max( i , j )=k} ,  k = 0,1,2, . . . .  
The equivalence classes can be linearly ordered by their indices. Each Wk can further be broken 
down into disjoint subsets 
{(k,k)}, 
W k- : {(i,j) • Wk[ i  <j}  : {(0, k), (1,k), . . .  ,(k - 1, k)}, 
and 
W + = {(i,j) • Wk l i > j}  = {(k,O),(k, 1 ) , . . . , (k ,k -  1)}. 
The subsets W~- and W + can be linearly ordered by their first and second arguments, respectively. 
Thus, Z can be linearly ordered and a solution of (1.2) subject o (1.5)-(1.7), determined. 
We remark that since u(Wk+l) can be determined by u(Wk), which in turn is determined 
by u(Wk-1), etc., it is clear that u(Wk+l) is determined by the initial values {¢0,. . . ,  ¢k+1}, 
{¢0,...  ,¢k+i}, and the forcing terms {fij [ 0 < i , j  < k + 1}. For this reason, we will employ 
the following two notations in the sequel: 
I1(¢,¢)11,j = 0<kmma~x(~,~){l~kl, IC l}, ( i , j )  • Z, 
and 
IIfllij = max {]f(s,t)l : O < s < i, 0<t<j} ,  (i,j) • Z. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose f ( i , j )  = O, for (i,j) E Z and lal + Ibl + Icl < 1. Then there exists a 
number 4 which is zero, if lal + Ibl + Icl = 0 and beloags to (0, 1), otherwise, such that the 
solution {u(i,j) } of (1.2) determined by the initial conditions (1.5), (1.6), and the compatibility 
condition (1.7), will also satisfy 
lu(i, j)[ < I1(¢,¢)11~u 4 min(~'j), ( i , j )  ~ Z. 
Let 4 = lal + Ibl + Icl. Then 0 < 4 < 1 by assumption. We assert that PROOF. 
[u(i,J)[ < I1(¢, ¢)lhj 4 min(i'j)' 
holds for (i,j) E Z. Note first that, in view of (1.5) and (1.6), 
lu(0,0)l _< I1(¢,¢)1100, lu(0,1)1 _< I1(¢,¢)110x, 
and in view of (1.2), 
lu(1,o)l < I1(¢,¢)1110, 
(4.1) 
I~(1,1)1 < (lal + Ibl + Icl)I1(¢, ¢)111o = I1(¢, ¢)IIH ~. 
We have thus shown that (4.1) holds for (i,j) E Wo and for (i,j) E W1. 
Assume by induction that (4.1) holds for (i,j) e Wk and k < K; we assert hat (4.1) also holds 
for (i,j) E WK+I = W~+ 1U {(K + 1 ,g  + 1)} U W++r  
Consider first the case (i,j) E WK+ 1. We show that this case is true by another induction. 
Note that 
lu(0, K + 1)1--ICK+~I < II(¢,¢)ll0,K+a • 
Assume by induction that 
[u(i, g + 1)[ _< [[(¢, ¢)[[i,K+l 4 ~, 
for all 0 <_ i < m _< K; then in view of (1.2), we see that 
l u (m,K  + 1)1 < lal [u (m,K) [  + Ibl lu(m - 1 ,K  + 1)l + Icl lu(m - 1,K)[  
_< lal II(g', ¢)I I . ,K 4"  + Ibl I1(¢, ¢)II.,-~,K+~ 4 ' ' -~ + Icl I1(¢, ¢)II.,,_~,K 4 ~-~ 
--< I1(¢, ¢)llm,K+~ 4 ' ' -1  (lal + Ibl + Icl) 
-- I1(¢, ¢)II~,K+~ 4"  ---- I1(¢, ¢)II.,,K+~ 4 min(m'K't-1)" 
We have thus shown that (4.1) holds for all (i,j) E WK+ r The case (i,j) E WTK+I is similarly 
proved. Finally, 
[u(g + 1, g + 1)[ _< [a[ [u(g + 1, g)[  + [b[ [u(K, g + 1)[ + [c[ [u(K, g)[  
_< lal I1(¢, ¢)[[K+I,K 4 K + Ibl I1(¢, ¢)IIK,K+~ 4 K + Icl I1(¢, ¢)IIK,K 4 K 
< I1(¢, ¢)IIK+I,K+I 4 K+I" I 
As a eonsequence, suppose f ( i , j )  = 0 for (i , j) E Z, [a] + Ibl + leJ < 1, and 
max ~sup [¢j[,sup[¢,[~ = [[(~b,¢)[[ < oo. 
- ) (j_>0 i>o 
Then there exists 4 E [0, 1) such that the solution {u(i,j)} of (1.2) determined by the initial 
conditions (1.5), (1.6), and the compatibility condition (1.7) will also satisfy 
[u(i,j)l < 11(¢,¢)114 min(~'j), (i,j) ~ Z. 
Roughly speaking, this says that when the system parameters a, b, c have small magnitudes, then 
under bounded initial conditions, the corresponding output is weakly subexponentially decaying. 
Next, we consider the case where the input f is a subexponentially decaying function and the 
initial conditions are identically zero. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose Cj = Cj = 0 for j = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  Suppose [a I + [b] + [c] < 1, and 
I f ( i , j ) i<Ma~r ~, ;a, rE(0,1), M>O,  ( i , j )~Z.  
Then there exist a,/3 E (0, 1) and M1, M2 >_ 0 such that the solution {u(i, j )} of(1.2) determined 
by the conditions (1.5)-(1.7) will a/so satisfy 
]u(i,j)l <_ min(Mla~,M2/3J) ,  ( i , j)  E Z. 
PROOF. Let 
and 
lal+lbl+lcl+l} 
a = max a, 2 ' 
lal+lbl+lcl+l} 
/3 = max r, 2 ° 
Then by assumptions, ~,/3 E (0, 1), a < a, r </3, Ibl < lal+lbl+tcl < ~, and lal  _ lal+lbl+lcl </3. 
We assert hat 
lu(i,j)l < 
Mai/3 (1 +/3 +. - -  +/3j-2) 
(~ - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  [ ~ /~/J--l] [ Ibl /-~/i-1] 
+Ma~-~/3 j-1 1+ +. . .+  1+- -+- - .+  , 
Ol 
for ( i , j )  E Z. Note first that, in view of (1.5) and (1.6), 
l u (O ,O) l  = lu(O,  1)1 = lu (1 .O) l  = o,  
and in view of (1.2), 
l u (1 ,1 )1  = I f (o ,o ) l  _< M.  
We have thus shown that (4.2), and hence, that 
lu(i,j)l < 
< 
M~Z/3 (1 +/3 +. . .  +/3j-2) 
(~ - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  
+Mai -1/3  j-1 1+ +. . .+  1+- -~- . .+  C~ 
Ma~/3 (1 +/3 +. . .  +/3j-2) + Moii/3j 
(~ - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  (a  - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  
< Mai/3 (1 +/3+ . . .  q_ /3j--l) < M/3 
- (a  - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  - (~  - Ibl) (/3 - la l )  (1 - /3 )  
O/z , 
for ( i , j )  E Wo and for ( i , j )  E W1. 
Assume by induction that (4.2) holds for (i, j) E Wk and k < K; we assert hat (4.2) also holds 
for ( i , j )  E WK+I = WK+ 1 U {(K + 1 ,g  + 1)} U W/~+I .  
Consider first the case ( i , j )  E WK+ 1. Note that 
lu(O, K + 1)l = O. 
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Assume by induction that 
lu ( i ,K+ 1)1 _< 
MaiB (1 +/3 +. . .  + BK-1) 
(,~ - Ibl) (~  - la l )  
+Mai -1 /~K[a+L~+- . -+(~)  K] 
holds for all 0 < i < m < K; then in view of (1.2), we see that 
[ 1] 
1 + [b l+ + 
Of 
Marne (1 + ~ +- . .  + ~K-1)  
[u(m,K + 1)1 < UOtrn-lt~K q'-[a[ 
(c, - Ibl) (8 - Io, I) 
+ Ibl M~' - I~  (1 + ~ +-.-  + ~K-1) 
(~ -- Ibl) (~  - I'~1) 
+[b[Mc?n-2j3 K 1+ +. . .+  1+- -+. . .+  
C~ 
+ Icl u°trn- l~ (1 + ~ +. . .  + ~K-1) 
(c~ - Ibl) (~  - lad  
~Motrn- l~ K 1+ +. . .+  1+- -+- - -+ 
Ot 
Mortal3 (1 + f~ +- . .  + f~K-1) 
+ 
(o, - Ibl) (~ - lad 
We have thus shown that (4.2) holds, and hence, that 
[u(i,j)l < M~ • Ol~ , 
(~ - Ibl) (~  - la l )  (1 - 8 )  
for all (i, j) E WK+ 1. The cases (i, j) E W++I and (i, j) = (K + 1,K + 1) are similarly proved. 
Finally, by means of the same arguments, we may show that 
Mot 
lu(i,j)l <_ (o, - Ibl) (~ - lad (1 - o,) ~J '  (i,j) e Z. 
The proof is completed by taking 
and 
M 1 = 
M~ 
(~ - Ibl) (~  - la l ) (1  -/3)' 
Mot 
M2 = (o~ - Ib l ) (~  - la1) (1  - o0"  I 
By combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain the following stability criterion. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose [a[ + [b[ + Icl < 1, 
[y(i,j)l<_Ma~r J, a, rE (0 ,1 ) ,  M>O,  (i,j) EZ. 
Then there exists ~, ~, /~ E (0, 1) and M1, M2 > 0 such that the solution {u(i, j)} of (1.2) 
determined by the initial conditions (1.5), (1.6) and the compatibility condition (1.7) will also 
sat isfy 
[u(i,j)] < 1](¢, ¢)[[ij ~min(i,j).~_ min (Mla i, M2/~J) , (i, j) E Z. 
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5. BOUNDED SOLUTIONS OF (1.2) 
In this section, we will derive a result which implies the standard Liapunov stability of the 
trivial solution of (1.2). The technique involved seems to be new. It involves the following 
identity: 
i-1 j-1 
E E ( -a ) j - l - s ( -b ) i - l - t  {u(t -}- 1, S + 1) + au(t + 1, s) + bu(t, s + 1) + ca(t, s)} 
t=0 s=0 
= u(i, j) - ( -a)  Ju(i, O) - (-b)iu(O, j) 
+ ( -b) i ( -a)  Ju(O, O) - (ab - c)(-a) j -  l ( _b )~-  l U(0, 0) 
- (ab - c) (-b) i-1 ~ (-a)J-l-Su(0, s) + (-a)j-1 ~ ( _b )~- l - tu ( t ,  O) 
8=1 t=l 
j -1  i -1 
-- (ab - c)E  E ( -a) J - l -S( -b) i - l - tzt ( t '8) '  
s=l t=l 
which holds when la[ + lbl > 0 and i , j  = 1, 2 , . . . .  To see that this identity holds, note that given 
a nontrivial number w and an arbitrary sequence {xk}k=o, we have 
'7-1 "7-1 
E Of~--/3-1 (X/3q-1 -- 03X~) ---- E i (o3~/-~x~) ---- x.~ -- o3~'xo . (5.1) 
~=o ~=o 
By means of the above equality, we see that 
i--1 
E ( -b ) i - l - t  {u(t + 1, s + 1) + au(t + 1, s) + bu(t, s + 1) + cu(t, s)} 
t=O 
i -1 
= u(i, s + 1) + (-b)iu(O, s + 1) + E ( -b ) J - l - t  {au(t + 1, s) + cu(t, s)} 
t=0 
i--1 
= u(i, s + 1) + (-b)iu(O, s + 1) + au(i, s) + E( -b ) i - l - t ( c  - ab)u(t, s) -}- (-b)i-lcu(O, S). 
t=l 
Multiplying both sides of the above equality by ( -a ) j - l -8 ,  then summing the resulting equation 
from s = 0 to s = j - 1, and then invoking the equality (5.1), we will obtain the desired identity. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose lal < 1, Ibl < 1, lab-  cl < (1 - lal)(1 -Ibl). Then the solution {u(i , j )} 
of (1.2) determined by the conditions (1.5)-(1.7") will satisfy 
3(1 -lal)(1 -Ibl)II(~,¢)ll~j + Ilfll*-l,j-1 
]u(i, j)[ < 1 - [a[ - [b[ + lab[ - lab - c[ , ( i , j )  • Z, (5 .2)  
where 
and 
II(W,¢)II~-- max {1¢~1,1¢kl}, (i, j) • z,  O<k<max(i,j) 
[If[[ij ---- max{[f(s,t)[ : 0 < s < i, 0 < t < j} ,  (i, j) e Z. 
PROOF. We first consider the case that lal + [b[ > 0. Substituting (1.2), (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) 
into the above stated identity, we obtain 
u(i, j)  = (-a)~¢i + (-b)iCj - ( -a)  J(-b)i¢0 
i -1 j -1  
+ (ab - c) E E ( -u ) J - l -S ( -b ) i - l - tu ( t '  s) 
t=0 s=0 
i -1  j -1  
-- E E ( -a ) J - l -S ( -b ) i - l - t  f (t '  s). 
t=0 s=0 
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For the sake of convenience, let 
r4~ = max lu(t,s) l. 
O<_t<i,O<_s<j 
Then 
Thus, 
which implies 
lu(i , j) l  < lal ; 1¢41 + Ib? IW~I + lal j Ib? I¢ol 
4--1 j--1 
+ (ab - ~1 r,~ ~ ~ lal j -~- "  Ibl 4 -~- '  
t=O s=O 
i -1  j -1  
y * ibl4-1-t + II l14-1j-1 ~ ~ [a[ j - l - s  
t=O s=O 
/ 
<_ 3 I1(~, ¢)ll,j + I, lab - ~1 r4j + IIf117-1,~-~) 
Y*  lab - ~1 r4 j  + II I1~-1,~-~ 
_< 3 I1(¢ ,¢)11, j  + 
(1 - l ad  (1 - Ibl) 
r4~ < 3 I1(¢,¢)11~ + 
lab - cl r4~ + I1:11~*-1,j-1 
(1 - I~1) (1  - Ibl) ' 
1 - I~1 - Ibl + labl - I~b - cl 
'{ i"-- Ta~ ~ -- rb~ r, j  ~ 3 I1(¢,¢)11,j + 
Since lab - cl < (1 - lal)(1 - Ibl) by assumption, we have 
1 - lal - Ibl + labl - l ab  - cl > O, 
(1 -- lal) (1 -- Ibl) 
(1 - la l J ) (1  -Ibl') 
~-f :~  Ibl) 
thus, 
1 - I~1 - Ibl + I~bl - lab - ~1 
which implies (5.2) as required when lal + Ibl > 0. 
When a = b = O, then Ic[ < 1 by assumption, and (1.2) reduces to 
I lfl l*-a,j-1 
(1 - lad  (1 -Ibl)" 
3 (1 -I~1)(1 - Ibl)I1(¢, ¢)114~ + II.fll~-l,j-1 
u(i + l , j  + l) + cu(i, j) = f ( i , j ) ,  ( i , j) E Z. 
If i - j = k > 0, then u(k, O) = Ck, u(k + 1, 1) = -cu(k,  0) -t- f (k,  0), 
u(k q- 2,2) = --c(--CCk + f (k, 0)) -t- f (k  -t- 1, 1), 
-- (--c)2¢k -t- ( - c f (k ,  0)) + f (k  q- 1, 1). 
In general, the unique solution of (5.3) subject to the conditions (1.5)-(1.7) is given by 
j -1  
u(i, j) = (-c)  J¢4_j + ~ (-c)  J - l - t I ( i  - j + t, t), 
t=0 
when i _> j > 0, and 
i - - I  
u(i, j)  = (-c)~pj_, + E (-c)4-1-t f ( t , j  - i + t), 
t=0 
(5.3) 
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when j > i _> 0. Thus, 
f . 1 - [c  I' _< 
[u(i,j)[ <_ [[(¢,¢)[[ij + [[ [[i-l,j-1 1 [c[ 
The proof is complete. 
[[(~' (~)[[ij -{-[[fHi*--1,j--1 
1 - I c l  
As a consequence, suppose lal < 1, [bl < 1, lab - cl < (1 - lal)(1 - [bl), 
sup I f ( i , j ) l  = Ilfll < ~,  
i,j>_o 
and 
( 
max ~ sup [¢j [ 
" I,j_>o 
,sup[¢i[}i_>0 = ][(~b,¢)[[ < c~. 
Then the solution {u(i, j)} of (1.2) determined by the conditions (1.5)-(1.7) will satisfy 
[u(i,j)[ < 3(1 - [a[ ) (1  -[b[)I1(¢,¢)11 + [[f[[ 
- 1 - [a [ - [b [+[ab[ - [ab -~c[  ' ( i , j )  eZ .  
6. STABIL ITY  OF  (1 .1 )  WHEN f - 0 
In this last section, we consider the stability of the trivial solution of the homogeneous equation 
u(i + l , j )  + bu(i,j + l) + cu(i,j) = O, (i, j) E Z. (6.1) 
In order to avoid degenerate cases, we will also assume that b ¢ 0. 
The trivial solution of (6.1) is said to be stable with respect o the initial condition 
u(O,j) =¢j ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . ,  (6.2) 
if there exists a positive constant F such that for every ¢ = {¢J}j~--0, the solution of (6.1) and (6.2) 
will satisfy 
[u(i,j)[ < F [[¢[['ij, i , j  = 0,1, . . . ,  (6.3) 
where 
II II,j max tCt[. 
j ( _ t ( _ iT j  
The trivial solution of (6.1) is said to be exponentially asymptotically stable with respect o the 
initial condition (6.2) if there is a real number ~ E (0, 1) and a positive number A, such that for 
every ~b = {¢k}k°°__0, the solution of (6.1) and (6.2) satisfies 
[u(i,j)[ <_ A~ i [[¢[['ij, i , j  = O, 1, . . . .  (6.4) 
We will derive explicit necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the coefficients b and c, 
for the trivial solution of (6.1) to be stable or asymptotically stable. Some of the implications of 
these results will overlap with those in Section 2, but the methods are different. Indeed, the key 
to establishing the conditions is the following result obtained after some guessing works. 
LEMMA 6.1. The unique solution of the initial value problem (6.1) and (6.2) is given by 
±() $ i -k  k u(i, j) = ( -1)  i k b e ¢i+j-k, 
k=O 
i , j  = o, 1 , . . . .  (6.5) 
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The proof ~rnounts to observing that u(O, j) = Cj for j _> 0, and showing that (6.5) satis- 
fies (6.1): 
(-1) ~ {u(i + 1,j) + bu(i, j + 1) + ~u(i,j)} 
i+1 k £ : - k=OE (~ ÷ l~i-k-kl'k'"/ f i~bi -k+l~k" 
k=O 
i 
k=O 
= -c  Cj _ i + 1 bi+l_kck~i+j_k+ 1 bi+l¢~ 1 
k=t k - +J+ 
+ i.i+1.,. £ (i~bi-k+lck.,. 
~'~+~+1  i k l  ~+3-k+1 \ / k----1 
+ ,..., '~-~-k + ,~-~+l"~'wj 
k=O 
]u  t, Wi+j-k+l ÷ t, v Wi+j-k+l 
k=l 
i-1 
+ ~ f i~ ._k  k+l,  
k=O 
=z{ f -+j_ = 0. 
k=O 
Once the "general solutions" are found, we may now establish stability criteria without much 
difficulty. 
THEOREM 6.1. The trivial solution of(6.1) and (6.2) is stable if, and only if, Ib[ + Ic[ _< 1. 
PROOF. Suppose [b[ + [e[ _< 1. Then in view of Lemma 6.1, 
[u(i,j)' ~_ £ (~) [bli-k [c[k [¢i+j-k[ 
k=O 
k=O 
as required. Conversely, suppose to the contrary that [b[ + [c I > 1, and there is a positive 
constant F such that (6.3) holds for every ¢ { j}j=0. There are several eases to consider. 
d ~ First of all, suppose b,c > 0. Let ¢ = { }k=o, where d > 0. Then in view of (6.5), 
u(i,J) = (--1) i ~ (~)bi - 'c 'd  = (- l ) i (b+c) i [[¢[':j , 
k=O 
which implies 
lu(i, j) l  = (b + c) ~ II¢ll'~j, i , j  = O, 1 , . . . .  
Since (b + c) > 1, there is an integer N such that (b + c) i > F for i _> N. Therefore, 
lu(i,j)l > r I1¢11'~, i > N, (6.6) 
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which is a contradiction. Next, consider the case b > 0 and c < 0. Let • = {(-1)Jd}~=o, where 
d > 0. Then in view of (6.5), 
u( i , j )=  ( -1 )  i £ (~)bi-kck(--1)i+J-kd= ( -1 ) J (b  - c) i 1[10,[:j . 
k=O 
Again (6.6) holds by the same arguments. The other cases can be proved by similar arguments. 
The proof is complete. 
i10 .loc , We remark that  by choosing a positive divergent sequence !0 = t 3J j=0 it is easily seen 
from (6.6) that  [u(i,j)l will also diverges to +co as i --* co. This kind of instability may be 
important in numerical computations by means of finite difference schemes. 
THEOKEM 6.2. The trivial solution of (6.1) and (6.2) is exponentially asymptotically stable if, 
and only if, [b I + tc[ < 1. 
PROOF. Suppose ]b[ + [c[ < 1. Let ( = ]b[ + [c[. In view of (6.5), 
lu(i,j)t Ibl ~-k IcI k I~÷j -k l  = (b + c) i II II~j --- II II,j 
k=O 
as required. Conversely, suppose to the contrary that [b I + Ic[ > 1 and there is a positive 
constant A, and ( • (0, 1) such that  (6.4) holds for every ¢ = {¢k}~°=0 . As in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1, there are several cases to consider. We will only consider the case b,c > 0. Let 
dO~ ¢ = { }k=O, where d > 0. Then in view of (6.5), 
l u ( i , j ) l=(a+c)  ~11 I l i j  i , j=O,  1,. . . .  
Since (a + c) > 1, there is an integer N such that (a + c) i > A~ i for i _ N.  Therefore, 
lu(i,j)[ > A~ i II [[ij i >_ N, 
which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
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